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A PERPORMANCE COMPARISON OF LABELING ALGORITHMS

FOR CALCULATING SHORTEST PATH TREES

Judith Gllsinn and Christoph Witzgall

Many applications in transportation and

communication require the calculation of shortest

routes between points in a network, and several

algorithms for the solution of this problem exist

in the literature. This paper examines one class

of such algorithms, that which calculates a short-

est route from one point in the network to all

other intersection points. Computer data handling

techniques which can be used to improve the two

basic algorithms in this class are investigated.

Results of computer timing runs on various types

and sizes of networks are compared, and the

differences, sometimes of an order of magnitude,

are analyzed. Detailed flowcharts and computer

programs of the tested algorithms are also included.

Key words : Algorithms; networks; paths; shortest-

paths; trees.

1. Introduction

In many an analysis of communication and transportation systems,

the problem of finding the shortest, cheapest, or fastest route between

two points arises naturally. One may wish to determine, for instance,

the least cost route to travel by auto between two cities or alter-

natively the auto route which is fastest. One may want to route a

telephone call along telephone lines to minimize the length of the lines

over which the call travels.

In other applications, the actual routing is less important than

the numerical value of the minimum time, cost, or distance required.

For instance, one may need to decide which of several warehouses is

closest to his store by rail, in which case he is interested in the rail

distances between his store and the various warehouses rather than the

1



actual routing. One may wish to compare minimiim travel times from sub-

urban areas to the city center by various transportation modes, or to

find the minimum number of relay points which a message has to go

through as it is sent from one point in a communication network to

another.

In all of the examples given above one has a network, which may

consist of road segments, railroad track, other common carrier trans-

portation routes, or direct communication links, and one desires a

routing between two points in this network which is minimum according

to some criterion. This problem is usually termed that of finding a

shortest path in the network. (The terms "path" and "network" will be

defined more precisely in the next section, but their common under-

standing is sufficient for the present discussion.)

Often in applications requiring the folding of shortest paths a

great many such paths are desired. Typically one wishes to find shortest

paths from all of some subset of network intersections to all of some

other (possibly the same) subset of intersections, where "intersections"

can be switching or relay points in a communication network, road

intersections, railroad junction points, airplane terminals, etc. For

many applications the networks are very large, containing many segments

and intersection points, thus requiring the use of a digital computer

for their processing.

A number of algorithms have been developed, and appear in the

literature, for finding shortest paths in such large networks. It is

natural to compare the computational efficiency of the different
k

algorithms on different types of networks. Dreyfus [12] has written

an excellent survey paper classifying the types of algorithms and

giving theoretical computational bounds for each class. Martin [35]

and Hitchner [21] have conducted computational experiments on several

algorithms.

These previous studies, however, have only sketched the actual

computer implementation of the algorithms included, whereas it has been

our experience, confirmed by the results reported in Table 1 of section 7,

* Figures in brackets indicate the literature references on page 71.
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that the data handling (more specifically, list processing) techniques

employed in programming the algorithms for a digital computer have a

great effect on computation time. Therefore, it is the purpose of this

paper to examine one class of shortest path algorithms, to provide a

unified structure for describing and coding them, to give list processing

techniques which can be used to improve the efficiency of the basic

algorithms, and to report the results of computational experiments

utilizing these techniques in such a manner that the exact computer

implementation of the algorithms is known.

This report is directed primarily to the reader who is confronted

with a problem requiring shortest path calculation and who does not have

the time or resources to locate or evaluate available algorithms. Some

familiarity with computers is assumed, but the paper is intended to be

self-contained in terms of network definitions and algorithm descriptions,

Sections 2 and 3 below give the basic definitions and background

relating to the network structures appearing in the algorithms. Section

4 delineates the class of algorithms to be examined in the remainder

of the report and describes the two basic algorithms in this class.

Sections 5 and 6 give list processing techniques which can be used to

improve the efficiency of the basic algorithms . Section 7 includes the

results of the computational experiments and a discussion of the relative

merits of the various techniques. Section 8 describes conventions used

in the flowcharts of the algorithm implementations which are included

in section 9 together with detailed descriptions of the implementations.

The actual programs appear as an appendix.

* Other techniques (not reported here but described in an earlier,

unpublished work by Witzgall) have also been tested, and analyses of

these tests coupled with hindsight have revealed that the techniques

reported in this paper- are the most likely candidates for success.



2. NETWORK REPRESENTATION

In order to give precise descriptions of the shortest path

algorithms, it is first necessary to formalize some definitions. A

network consists of a finite set V of nodes and a finite set E of

arcs . To each arc eeE there corresponds an ordered pair (v,w) of nodes,

the starting or beginning node v and the terminating or ending node w,

and we say the arc e leads from v to w . The networks thus defined

are directed networks, since the distinction between the beginning and

ending of an arc imposes a direction on each arc. The term "network"

without modifier will mean directed network throughout this text.

A directed path, or simply path , is a sequence

P = (e ,e ,...,e )12 n

of arcs such that for each i = 2,...n, arc e^ begins at the end of

arc e . Let v be the beginning of arc e and w the end of
i-1 1

arc e ; then we say the path P starts at v and ends at w , and
n

that P is a path from v to w . If a network contains a path from

node V to node w , then w is called accessible from v . If

V = w , i.e. path P starts and ends at the same node, P is called a

circuit . A path for which e ?^e whenever i ^ j j i.e. no arc appears
i J

in P more than once, is called arc-simple .

Assume now that each arc e of a network N has a non-negative

length £(e) associated with it. Then each path P can be assigned a

path length

d(P) = Z £(e.) ,

i=l 1

and we may speak of a shortest path from one particular node to another

as a path P for which d(P) is minimum. Note there may be several

such paths, all having the same (minimum) length; the algorithms

described below only find one of them.

An alternative representation of path P would be the node sequence

P' = (v ,v , ...,v )

1 2 n+1



where for each i , arc e starts at node v and ends at node v
i i 1+1

P' is a unique representation of P if and only if each arc e is

uniquely determined by its starting and ending nodes, i.e. if for each

node pair (v,w) there is at most one arc from v to w . In this

paper we are interested only in shortest paths. Therefore we can assume

without loss of generality that at most one arc leads from v to w ,

since if multiple such arcs exist only a single minimum length arc among

them is needed for shortest paths between any node pair.

A network containing M arcs and N nodes may be represented in

the computer in several ways. One way, which we will call the matrix

representation, considers all possible pairs of nodes (v,w) and stores

for each pair either the length of the arc from v to w , or o° if

no such arc exists. This information may be stored in an N by N

matrix. However, for many applications N is quite large and M is

2
small compared to N

, so that most of the entries in the matrix are °° .

In this case storing the entire matrix in the computer is inefficient,

and if N is large it may well be impossible.

A second way of representing a network, which will be called the

ladder representation, requires listing all the arcs in the network.

For each arc we need to know its starting node, its ending node, and

its length. Therefore the ladder network representation requires 3M

storage locations. However, if the arcs in the network are ordered by

starting node so that all the arcs starting at the same node appear

together, only N + 2M storage locations are needed, since one only

needs to know which is the first arc starting at each node v . One

can then determine the last arc starting from v as the arc immediately

* The programs for the shortest path algorithms described in this paper,

however, do calculate correct path lengths when multiple arcs exist for

the same node pair.



preceding the first arc starting at node v + 1. (This of course

assumes that the nodes are numbered sequentially from 1 to N . If the

nodes do not naturally appear in such a fashion, it will be necessary

to convert them to this form since efficient operation of the algorithms

requires that nodes be numbered sequentially.) The representation of a

network in which all the arcs starting at the same node appear together

is called forward star form, and the forward star of node v consists

of all arcs starting at v .

Consider for example the network

where the node numbers appear in circles and the arc lengths are presen-

ted next to the arcs to which they apply. This network may be represent-

ed in ladder form by the following lists.

arc number beginning node ending node arc length

1

2

3

1

2

2

3

2

1

3

3

5

2

3

4

(Note that only the last three coliomns require computer storage

locations .

)



The same network is represented in forward star form by the following

lists.

arc

number

ending

node

arc

length

1

2

3

4

2

1

3

3

5

2

3

4

node

number

first arc starting

at this node

1

2

3

1

2

4

(Again the columns headed "arc number" and "node number" do not actually

require computer storage locations.) Two of the lists, that labeled

"ending node" and that labeled "arc length", are the same in the two

forms. The third list (labeled "beginning node") required by the ladder

representation is replaced in the forward star form by the list giving

the number of the first arc starting at each node.

Corresponding to the two fundamental ways of storing a network are

two basic methods for treating shortest path problems: matrix methods

which use the matrix representation of the network and labeling methods

which utilize ladder or forward star representations.

Matrix methods yield the shortest distances between all pairs of

nodes simultaneously. Because of their large storage requirements

their application is restricted to relatively small networks. The

computational effort of matrix methods depends only on the number of

nodes and is independent of the actual number of arcs present in the

network. For this reason, matrix methods tend to be less efficient if

only a relatively small percentage of possible arcs in a network are

realized. Most large practical networks are, however, of this kind.

It is for this reason, that this paper concentrates on labeling methods.



3. TREES

The purpose of this paper is to categorize labeling algorithms for

determining shortest paths, to identify some of the "strategies" charact-

erizing these algorithms, to formalize their descriptions, and to

document computational experiments aimed at assessing the relative merits

of the various algorithms for different types of networks. This section

will contain some additional definitions required for describing network

structures as used by the labeling algorithms. The basic labeling

algorithms themselves will be given in the next section.

In the context of directed networks, a rooted tree , or simply tree,

is a network T together with a node r (the root ) , such that each node

of T , except r , is accessible from r by a unique arc-simple path

in T . Alternatively the network T is a tree if

1.) every node of T-{r} is the end of exactly one arc in T ,

2.) r is not the end of any arc in T , and

3.) there are no circuits in T .

We call a rooted tree T a minimum tree (in the larger network

under discussion) if T contains all nodes accessible from r , and if

for each node v in T , the unique path in T from r to v is a

shortest path from r to v in the network. The phrase shortest path

tree has the same meaning.

The standard shortest path problem for a network reads:

Problem 1 Find a shortest path from a given node r to a given

node V . A second, related problem reads:

Problem 2 Find a minimum tree rooted at r . Such a tree always

exists, although it may consist of the node r alone.

The labeling algorithms described in this report solve Problem 1 by

actually solving Problem 2, thereby simultaneously determining the

shortest paths from r to all nodes accessible from r .

Conditions 1 and 2 of the second definition of "rooted tree" given

above insure that the tree T can be described in a computer by a list

of length n-1, where n is the number of nodes, including r , in the

tree. This list contains, for each node wfr in the tree, the starting

* If all network nodes are accessible from r , then n=N the number

of nodes in the network.
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node V of the single arc in the tree terminating at w

Consider the following tree.

(Note the sjmibol
1

1 TT i i

'

i indicates that node 1 is the root. This tree

can be described by the following "predecessor list".

node number predecessor

1

2 1

3 1

4 3

5 4

6 3

7 3

In the algorithms which will be described below, another list,

indexed by the node numbers and associated with the tree T , is required.

This list contains for each node v a label d(v) , the length of the

single path from r to v in T . Nodes not in T may or may not be

labeled; usually they are given the label °°
. The root r has label 0.

* We have used the zero here to denote the fact that node 1 is the root

of the tree.



4. BASIC LABELING METHODS

Labeling methods for computing shortest paths can be divided Into

two general classes, label-correcting and label-setting methods.

The typical label- correcting method starts with any tree T rooted

at r and "corrects" T until no further improvement or enlargement

is possible. Label-setting methods start out with the tree T consis-

ting of r alone, and augment T one arc at a timfe in such a manner

that at each step T is a minimum tree for all nodes ija T . Term-

ination for a label-setting method occurs when all arcs which start in

T also end in T , or if the goal was to determine the shortest

paths only to a subset S of nodes when all nodes in S are in

the tree.

We now give a more precise description of each of these two methods

In both methods each stage of the algorithm is characterized by a tree

T rooted at the node r . In the descriptions below £(e) is the

length of arc e and d(v) is the label of node v , equal to the

length of the unique path in T from r to v .

The basic label-correcting method is as follows:

(1) Start with any tree T rooted at r and with labels d(v)

equal to the length of the path in T from r to v whenever

such a path exists; otherwise d(v) : = °°
. If no other tree is

readily available, set T to be the tree consisting of the root

node r alone (and no arcs) , and set

* The notation a: = b will be used to denote the operation of trans-

ferring the contents of computer memory location b to the location a

10



(2) Find an arc e from node s to node t , such

d(s) + 1(e) < d(t) .

Then redefine

d(t): = d(s) + £(e) ,

and adjoin e to T , removing any other arc in T

which ends at t .

(3) Repeat (2) until, for all arcs e

d(s) + Jl(e) >^ d(t) .

The tree T will then contain a shortest path from r to all nodes

accessible from r , and for each node v , d(v) will be the length of a

shortest path from r to v .

The basic label-setting method is as follows:

(1) Set T: = {r} and d(r): = .

(2) Among all arcs e which begin at a node s in T and

end at a node t not in T , find one that minimizes

d(s) + lie). Put that arc into T and define

d(t) : = d(s) + 1(e) .

(3) Repeat (2) until all arcs that start in T also end in T .

The tree T and the labels d(v) then contain the shortest paths and

their lengths as above.

It should be noted that label-setting methods work only for non-

negative arc lengths. If there are no circuits of negative length

present, then label correcting methods will still work even if there are

some arcs of negative length.

Flowcharts for the computer implementation of these two basic

algorithms appear later in section 9, in addition to variations on these

two basic methods which utilize the list processing techniques described

in the next two sections.
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5. TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE THE LABEL-CORRECTING METHOD

In the description of the basic label-correcting method, step (2)

involves finding any arc e which can be added to the tree with a

decrease in the label of its terminal node t . The first observation

which can be made to improve this basic algorithm is that one needs to

look for such an arc only among those arcs whose starting node s is

already labeled with a finite number. The implementation of the basic

label-correcting algorithm described in section 9 (as algorithm C) uses

this observation. In fact, none of the algorithm implementations given

in this paper actually examine the whole arc list at each step; all focus

on arcs in the forward star of a node which meets certain criteria which

depend on the algorithm. The order in which forward stars of nodes are

examined is a major factor in the efficiency of the algorithm, and the

techniques reported below are mainly aimed at obtaining an efficient

ordering.

One observation which can aid in determining which forward stars

should be examined (and when) during the course of the algorithm, is that

one need examine a node only if it has not been examined since its label

was last changed. This can be accomplished through the use of an

alteration flag for each node, which is set when the label to that node

is changed and remains set until the entire forward star of that node has

been examined. Algorithm CI , described in section 9 below, implements

this process. In each pass of algorithm CI , the node list is searched

in order and the forward star of each node whose flag is set is examined

for arcs which should be included in the tree. Termination occurs when

no more flags are set.

12



The forward stars of nodes need not be examined in numerical order

as above; they may Instead be examined in the order in which the nodes

were labeled. That is if node v was labeled before node v , then
1 2

the forward star of v is examined before that of v , regardless of
1 2

the node numbers v and v . The technique employed here is the12
sequence list . Nodes are placed on the sequence list as their labels

are altered, and removed from the list as their forward stars are

examined. If the forward stars of nodes are examined in the order in

which they are placed on the sequence list, the list is said to be

treated in a FIFO (First-In, First-Out) manner; if the forward star of

the latest node added to the list is examined before that of a node

placed on the list previously, it is said to be treated in a LIFO (Last-

In, First-Out) manner. In general examining the list in a FIFO manner

is much better than the LIFO alternative, since nodes in some sense

"closest" to the root are examined before those further out in the tree.

No alteration flag is necessary when using a sequence list since one

examines the forward stars only of those nodes which appear on the list.

In algorithms utilizing such a list, termination occurs when the list is

empty.

There is one problem which may arise in using a sequence list. If

a node is placed on the list whenever its label is changed, the same node

may appear in more than one position on the list. This means that the

number of list positions required may be more than the number of nodes.

One way to avoid this situation is to use a flag indicating, for each

node, whether or not it is already on the list. A node already on the

list is not added a second time. If nodes appear at most once on the

list, the length of the list may actually be considerably less than the

number of nodes, since positions are required only for the maximum number

* If a path in T is extended from its end node before the labels of

nodes closer to the root have been lowered, the extension will have to

be relabeled later on.
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of nodes on the list at any one time. The list may be treated in a

"rotation" manner through the use of two pointers u and v , where u

points to the entry whose forward star is to be examined next and v is

the position of the last node added. As u moves down the list, there

is unused space at the top of the list above u which may be used for

new nodes when space at the bottom of the list is exhausted. Algorithm

C2, described in section 9 below, employs a FIFO sequence list on which

nodes appear at most once and which is treated in this rotating manner.

By the branch B(v) attached to v , we mean the set of all nodes

w 71^ V in T for which the unique path in T from r to w contains

V . Another observation which can be used to improve label correcting

methods is that if the label of node v is decreased by an amount A

the labels of all nodes in the branch attached to v may be decreased

by A . It is still necessary to reexamine the forward stars of these

nodes since their labels have been changed, but the reexamination is

done using the new lower label. Algorithm C3 utilizes this observation

by employing a forward pointer f which arranges the tree nodes in

order so that nodes on the same branch appear together. Pointer f has

the following properties:

1) f(v) = r for exactly one node v ,

2) for every node in the tree, there is an integer k such that

f (r) = V , and

3) for every branch B (v)

a. for each node seB(v), there is an integer j such that

f (v) = s , and

b. if B(v) ^ $ , then there is a unique node w£B(v)

such that f(w)^B(v) .

The dotted lines in the following diagram illustrate such a forward

pointer f .

14



All such forward pointers have the property that if v is on the path

in T from r to w then there is an integer k such that f (v) = w.

This follows from property 3a and the definition of a branch.

When the label to a node w is changed, in addition to decreasing

all labels on the branch attached to w , it is necessary to detach the

branch together with w from the old predecessor v of w and to

reattach them to the new predecessor v of w . This necessitates a
2

change in the forward pointer.

Suppose w and the branch B(w) are to be detached from v
1

If w = r , the empty tree will result. If w ^ r , there is a node s

such that w = f (s) . One finds s by starting at the old predecessor
V- of w . Since w is in B(v, ), there is some k such that

k k-1
f (v ) = w , and the node s = f (v ) is such that f(s) = w . Let

t be the "last" node in the branch B(w); that is, t is in B(w) but

f(t) is not. (Property 3b insures that t exists.) Then w and the

branch B(w) may be detached from the tree by setting f(s): = f(t),

and removing the pointer f from t .

15



Attaching the branch B(w) together with the node w to the node

V involves setting f(t): = f(v ) and f(v ): = w , as well as

updating the predecessor of w to be v .

As an example, node 5 and its branch {9,10} in the preceding

diagram are detached from node 2 and reattached to node 3 in the

following two steps:

1. Detach node 5 and its branch {9,10} from node 2.

2. Reattach node 5 and its branch {9,10} to node 3.

nrrm
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The basic label-correcting method has been ascribed to Moore [41],

and appears both in Ford and Fulkerson [15] and Berge [4]. Bellman [1]

has described a slight variant. The alteration flag technique used in

CI is described by Bock, Kantner, and Haynes [5] and also by Hoffman

and Pavley [23]

.
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6. TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE THE LABEL-SETTING METHOD

Sequencing techniques and lists are also used to Improve the basic

label-setting algorithm. In the process of finding an arc from a node

In the tree to one outside the tree which yields the "minimum tree

extension" (Step 2 of the basic label setting method; see section 4),

many possible labels are calculated and discarded. The Improvements

described below all Involve retaining this information (as temporary

labels) to avoid recalculation. Indeed, the algorithms are designed

so that each arc is examined only once.

The first improvement, implemented in algorithm SI, Involves

keeping a sequence list of nodes not yet in the tree linearly ordered by

their temporary labels. Each of the nodes in the sequence list is thus

accessible from at least one node in the current tree by a single arc,

and its position in the list is determined ^-y the label it would have

were that arc to be adjoined to the tree. If there is more than one

such label for one node in the list, its position is determined by the

minimum label. Thus if the temporary label for a node v is lowered

because of an addition to the treej v must be moved up in the sequence

list. Adding a node to the list or moving one to a new position involves

searching the list to find the position which that node should occupy.

At each step the top node on the list, i.e. the node which has smallest

temporary label, receives its permanent label (equal to its latest

temporary label) , and its forward star is the next to be examined.

This procedure consumes a great deal of time in finding the position

a node should occupy when it is first added to the list or when its

temporary label is changed. The other algorithms reported here are

designed to reduce the time spent in these actions. In the first

modification, implemented in algorithm S2, the list is partially ordered

in a tree sorted form , rather than linearly ordered. The elements of

such a list may be considered nodes in a binary tree (not to be confused

with the minimum tree) . A binary tree containing n nodes is a tree in

which for some k <_ n , each node numbered less than k has exactly

two arcs starting at it, node k has either one arc or no arcs starting

at it, and nodes k+1 through n have no arcs starting at them. The

elements of a tree sorted list can be considered nodes of a binary tree
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in which the label of the predecessor of any node never exceeds the label

of the node. The tree nodes can be sequentially written in successive

horizontal layers, the first being of cardinality 1, the next of
j_"L

cardinality 2, the next of cardinality 4, and the k of cardinality
k-1

2 . The labels of nodes in any path in the binary tree are linearly

ordered, but nodes on different paths are non-commensurable.

Suppose for example that one has the following nodes and labels in

the shortest path tree, and wishes to keep the nodes in a list tree-

sorted on label:

node

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

label

5

4

4

2

9

10

12

3

1

2

One may construct the following binary tree having the property that the

label of the predecessor of any node in the binary tree never exceeds the

label of a successor in the tree.
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This binary tree is stored in list form in the computer as follows on

the left.

tree list labels

9 1

10 2

3 4

4 2

8 3

1 5

7 12

2 4

6 10

5 9

Although the list is in tree sorted form, a glance at the associated

list of labels on the right shows that it is clearly not in linear

sorted form.

Tree ordering guarantees that the top element in the list has

minimum label, but tree ordering requires much less work to establish

and update then linear ordering. In fact, if there are n elements in

the list, the tree sorting procedure only requires at most k compari-
k+1

sons, where k is the first integer such that 2 > n , to find the

position to be occupied by a new list entry. To accomplish this, the

new entry is tentatively put in the (n+1) st position. It is then

compared with the entry in the position (n+1)/ 2 (which is in the next

higher horizontal layer) , and is interchanged with that entry if it is

less. This interchange process is continued until the new entry is

greater than or equal to some old entry and no interchange takes place,

or else the new entry becomes the top entry in the list. Although

adding a node to the tree-sorted list requires less work than adding to

a linearly sorted list, the tree-sorted list requires additional reorder-

ing when the top element is removed. This procedure, too, takes no more

than k steps where k is as above.
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The implementations of the algorithms described in section 9,

require that arc lengths be non-negative integers. Label-correcting

algorithms will work correctly if arc lengths are negative, so long as

no negative-length circuits exist, but label-setting algorithms will not

work correctly on such networks. The integrality requirement is neces-

sary only for algorithm S4, but in practice this requirement is not

unduly restrictive for the other algorithms as well. In most practical

applications using shortest path algorithms, the arc lengths are either

integers or can be transformed to integral values by using an appropriate

scale factor.

Once this transformation has taken place, if the maximum arc length

is small (say compared to the number of nodes) , advantage can be taken of

the fact that many of the temporary labels are the same. This equality

of labels arises from the further observation that the difference between

the largest and smallest temporary labels is at most the length of the

longest arc (this is true because, for label-setting algorithms, the

smallest temporary label is at least as large as any permanent label, and

a temporary label is the sum of a permanent label and one arc length)

.

Therefore if the number of temporary labels on the list is large compared

with the maximum arc length, one would expect many such labels to be

equal.

Algorithm S3 of section 9 takes advantage of this fact by "chain-

ing ties" in such a manner that when the sequence list is searched for

the position to be occupied by a new entry, the label of only one of the

nodes in a chained group need be examined since all others have the same

label. The chaining process is accomplished by having a pointer (b in

the example below) to the first element of the first chain and the first

element of each succeeding chain and another pointer (s in the example

below) to successors of elements within a chain. These are illustrated

in the following example.
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7 ^ ^ 3 i
^ » 9

The numbers in the boxes represent node numbers. To find the

position to be occupied by a new node, one need only check through the

sequence of nodes given by the pointer b . In the example, this means

checking at most four entries rather than possibly ten.

Algorithm S4 of section 9 takes more direct advantage of the

observations above. Instead of using a sequence list in which the

position of a new entry is determined by a search or sorting procedure,

this algorithm puts a node in a list position determined directly by the

temporary label of the node, modulo the maximum arc length plus 1. Since

several nodes may have the same temporary label, this list also uses

the chaining procedure described above. In addition it is treated in a

rotating fashion, using a single pointer to the position of the current

top node, to eliminate having to move chains up the list whenever the

current maximum permanent label is changed.

The basic label-setting algorithm is credited to Minty by Pollack

and Wiebenson [39], and is also described by Hu [26]. A slight variant

is described by Dijkstra [11] and by Whiting and Hillier [61]. The tree-

sorting technique used in algorithm S2 appears in Knuth [30]. Algorithm

S4 is credited to Loubal by Hitchner [21] and also appears credited to

Dial [10].
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7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The seven algorithms CI, C2, C3, SI, S2, S3, and S4 were programmed

from the flowcharts given in section 9 In FORTRAN V (UNIVAC's expanded

FORTRAN IV), and were run under the EXEC II operating system on the

UNIVAC 1108 at the National Bureau of Standards. This computer has an

effective cycle time of 375 nanoseconds and 65,536 36-bit words of core

storage of which about 53,000 words are available to the user. Copies

of the programs appear as an appendix. The FORTRAN language was chosen

because its wide availability makes it probable that in many applicat-

ions of shortest path algorithms, this computer language would be used.

No attempt has been made to take full advantage of peculiarities of the

UNIVAC FORTRAN V compiler in order to obtain the fastest version of any

program. However, it is hoped that because all programming was done by

one person and the algorithms all used the same network structure, none

of the algorithms was given a special advantage over the others result-

ing from any programming quirks.

In the experiments described below, all seven algorithms were run

to compute the same trees in the same networks. The UNIVAC 1108 internal

clock was interrogated before and after computation of each tree to

obtain the actual computation time for that tree. No input or output

time is included in these timings, but time for the algorithm initial-

ization steps is included since it is part of the time required for

computation of each tree.

Original timings (not reported here) of the shortest path algorithms

were performed on highway networks prepared for use by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Transportation's Northeast Corrider Transportation Project. It

soon became clear that these medium-sized networks were too small to

provide meaningful time distinctions on the UNIVAC 1108 computer. In

addition, these networks all had arc/node ratios (the aver^age number of

arcs starting at a node) of between 3 and 4, which is typical of high-

way networks, whereas it was our purpose to compare the performance of

the algorithms on a wider range of types of networks. For these reasons

it was necessary to devise programs to generate a variety of quite large

network types. Three computer programs were written and have been used
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to produce the networks upon which the comparative timing runs were made.

All three programs create directed networks with the nodes numbered se-

quential from one to the number of nodes, and with (Integer) arc lengths

randomly assigned between zero and a desired maximum arc length (MAX H

In Table 1)

.

The first program creates a p by q rectangular grid network

whose nodes are numbered sequentially from left to right and then top to

bottom. The number N of nodes Is thus pq and the number M of

arcs Is 4pq - 2p - 2q . Since arc lengths are randomly assigned, the

length of arc (a,b) Is unlikely to equal the length of arc (b,a). Thus,

although the networks created by this program have the connectivity of a

grid, the triangle property may not hold and distances are not S3mfflietric.

A second program creates a complete network on N nodes, that Is,

a network containing an arc from each node to each other node, N * (N-1)

arcs In all.

The final network-generating program creates random connected net-

works with a specified number of nodes N and arcs M . The program

first creates a spanning tree rooted at node 1 (i.e. a tree in which all

other nodes in the network are accessible from node 1) . This is done by

starting with a tree containing only the root, and augmenting it at

every stage by an arc (a,b) , where a is a node chosen at random from

those nodes already in the tree and b is chosen at random from those

nodes not in the tree. The final M - N + 1 arcs are then obtained by

randomly choosing pairs of nodes from the set of all possible node

pairs. Starting with a spanning tree rooted at node 1 Insures that all

nodes are accessible from that node at least. In practice this has been

true as well from other nodes chosen as root, and timings are included

only for trees for which this was so.

* Although the discussion in section 2 excluded networks containing
multiple arcs for the same node pair, the computer programs given in the

appendix to this paper actually calculate correct shortest path lengths

for such networks. The generation procedure for random connected net-
works therefore allows multiple arcs, since additional effort is required
to exclude them.
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Table 1 gives timings for the seven algorithms as applied to 13

different networks created by the three programs described above.

(Storage considerations are discussed later.) Each timing number report-

ed in the table is the average of the times for five separate trees

(corresponding to five roots) in that network. For all the grid net-

works the five root nodes chosen were 3, 366, 729, 1092, and 1455 to

insure that the trees were computed from five quite different network

positions. For all the complete and random networks trees were computed

from the nodes numbered 1 through 5. It should be remembered that the

absolute magnitude of the time to compute a tree will vary from computer

to computer; still the relative times should be rather similar for

different machines.

The 13 networks used in the tests reported in Table 1 are believed

representative of the types of large networks found most often in the

shortest-path applications for which labeling algorithms are most suita-

ble. Those networks with arc/node ratios between 3 and 4 are typical of

large ground transportation (auto or rail) networks, while those with

ratios between 5 and 20 are representative of many communications and

air transportation networks. Networks containing fewer than one or two

hundred nodes can be handled using matrix algorithms, since the whole

matrix of distances can be stored at one time in the computer. Real-

world applications in which there are more than a few hundred nodes and

the matrix of arc lengths is not sparse are seldom found primarily (one

supposes) because of the difficulties in gathering, checking, and pro-

cessing so many data. For instance, the complete network on 500 nodes

would contain about 250,000 arcs. If even 10 percent had to be included

as separate pieces of input data, 25,000 data points would have to be

coded and checked for accuracy.

* Additional computational experiments, not reported here, support the
representativeness of the times in Table 1. Also the variation among
the times for the computation of each of the five trees by the same
algorithm is generally less than the differences between algorithms.

** In addition, economy considerations work against designing real-

world networks with much multiple connectivity.
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Algorithm S4 is clearly the fastest often by a wide margin

in most of the cases reported in Table 1. In addition, its time is most

consistent, depending primarily on the number of nodes rather than on

network configuration. The speed of algorithm S4 is undoubtedly due to

being able to enter nodes directly on the distance list with no sorting

at all. However, accuracy requirements or storage limitations may make

it impossible to set up this distance list, and may thus make other

candidates more suitable in some applications.

The label-correcting method depends, in some sense, on the number

of arcs in the shortest path having the greatest number of arcs, since

in general at the k pass one is attempting to extend paths with k-1

arcs. Therefore label-correcting algorithms require much longer time

for computing trees in "long thin" networks, such as the 5 by 500 grid

(network 5 in Table 1) in which the shortest path from one of the corner

nodes to that diagonally opposite it contains at least 505 arcs, than

for a more "round" or "square" network, such as the 50 by 50 grid net-

work (network 1 in Table 1) in which a similar shortest path would

contain only about 100 arcs.

The label setting algorithms, on the other hand, depend primarily

on the number of nodes in the network, since at each pass a new node is

added to the tree. Of course the extra sorting required by some of the

algorithms greatly increases the number of steps in a single pass. This

seems particularly true for random connected networks in which the arc/

node ratio is small. In such networks there are not many alternate paths

to the same node, so that much of the sorting required by the label-

setting algorithms does not contribute to a decrease in the number of

steps' required to find a shortest path tree. As an example, if the

original network were actually a tree rooted at r
, then the order in

which forward stars are examined does not matter so long as those for

nodes in the tree are examined before those for nodes not yet in the

tree. In this case all sorting is unnecessary.

A shortest path in network 12 is essentially one which has fewest

possible arcs in it, since all arc lengths are exactly 1. (Zero length

arcs were allowed in the other networks, but not in this one.) Algorithm
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C2 performed particularly well on this network, since in this case each

node appears on the sequence list exactly once, and the list is ordered

in such a manner that nodes at the top of the list are one arc from r ,

nodes directly below are 2 arcs from r , etc. In algorithm CI nodes

are examined in numerical order, rather than in the order in which they

were labeled, necessitating more than one pass through the list.

Algorithm C3 requires much time in setting up the lists for detaching

and reattaching branches, a situation which never need occur for this

network. In addition, sequencing by the inverse of the forward pointer

means that in some cases nodes further out on a branch are examined

before nodes closer to the root, an undesirable condition for this net-

work.

Network 13 has the same connectivity properties as network 9 (i.e.,

if arc (a,b) exists in network 9, arc (a,b) also exists in network 13 and

conversely), but it has different, and in general longer, arc lengths.

As can be seen from Table 1, algorithm S4 begins to lose its advantage

over label-correcting methods when the distance list,whose length is

determined by the length of the longest arc, has as many entries as the

number of nodes. The algorithms SI, S2, and S3 which require sorting a

list of this length are much less efficient. Chaining ties (in algorithm

S3) does not greatly improve the linear sort, since there are fewer ties

than in networks with shorter arc lengths.

The timings reported for network 13 illustrate a point which the

authors believe is often missed by those comparing algorithms: the

precise list processing techniques can greatly affect the efficiency of

the basic algorithm. Therefore we wish to stress that it is not suff-

icient to describe an algorithm in general terms or give a reference to

such a description, when several different list processing techniques

are available and the general description is not specific enough to

indicate which was actually used. As a dramatic example of this, an

algorithm similar to C2, except that the sequence list was treated in a

LIFO (rather than FIFO) manner, was run on network 1 and required more

than one minute for a single tree, as compared with the slightly more

than one second required by C2 to compute the same tree.
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Label-setting algorithms cannot be used to compute trees in networks

containing negative arc lengths, since they are based on the assumption

that nodes can be added to the tree in the order in which they are label-

ed. If the shortest path from node r to node a goes through node b,

the label for the path to b must then be less than the label for the

path to a' . This may not be the case if negative arcs exist. The

following network illustrates this point.

The label-setting algorithms start by examining the forward star of the

root node 1, reaching both nodes 2 and 3 from node 1. Since all arcs

beginning in the tree also end in the tree, the algorithms terminate at

this stage. The path 1 to 2 to 3 is never examined for possible inclus-

ion in the tree. Label-correcting algorithms, on the other hand, will

examine this path, since they terminate only when no further path

improvements are possible.

The number of computer storage locations required varies for each

of the seven algorithms. If N is the number of nodes and M the

number of arcs in the network, all algorithms require 3N locations for

the arrays a, p, and d, and 2M locations for the arrays n and Z .

(These arrays will be described in the next section.) The seven algor-

ithms all require additional storage which is summarized in Table 2,

where "node arrays" are arrays requiring one full location for each node.

"Boolean node arrays" require one bit for each node, and "max arc length

arrays" require a number of full storage locations equal to the maximum

arc length. Thus algorithm CI requires the least amount of storage and

is also comparatively fast except on the long narrow networks which

none of the label-correcting algorithms performed well on. C2 requires

only one additional list and is consistently better than CI. It is

particularly recommended for networks in which the arcs are all
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TABLE 2

ADDITIONAL COMPUTER STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR

SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHMS

ALGORITHM

CI

C2

C3

SI

82

S3

S4

NODE ARRAYS
BOOLEAN

NODE ARRAYS MAX ARC LENGTH ARRAYS
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approximately the same length, so that the shortest path between two

nodes is very likely to be the path having fewest arcs.

In conclusion, algorithm S4 is recommended whenever it is feasible

to set up the distance list which it requires. For networks whose arc

lengths do not permit setting up such a list, one of the two label-

correcting methods CI or C2 is recommended, depending on the amount of

computer storage available.
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8. FLOWCHART CONVENTIONS

This section will describe several conventions adopted for the flow-

charts in section 9 • The operations used in shortest path labeling

algorithms consist, for the most part, of putting information into or

extracting information from various lists. The information to be hknd-

led takes three possible forms:

1) integer numbers,

2) the Boolean values, "YES" and "NO", and

3) positions in lists (usually node numbers

or arc numbers)

.

Convention 1 : Names of storage locations containing integers or Booleans

consist of three capital letters, e.g. TES, AUX, CAN. Single lower case

letters will be used to denote storage locations containing list posit-

ions, e.g. v,w,e.

Convention 2 : List functions whose values are integers or list positions

will be denoted by single lower case letters, e.g. d(v), p (w) , a(u).

List functions whose values are Booleans will be denoted by single

capital letters, e.g. C(w), T(u), H(v)

.

Convention 3 : Rectangular boxes will be used for operations which

transfer information from one location to another and also for arith-

metic operations. (The only arithmetic operations involved in the

shortest path algorithms are addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division. These last two are required only in algorithm S2.) Examples

of such operations are:

d(v):=CAN

t

This puts the value of CAN into position

V of the list function d .

i
e:=a(u)

T
This extracts the value in list position

u of list function a and puts it into

location e .
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1
CAN:=TES

!

1
MEM:=YES

4-

1
TES:=CAN+AUX

t

This shifts the value In TES into

location CAN.

This makes the Boolean variable MEM

have value YES

.

This puts the sum of the variables

CAN and AUX into the location TES.

Convention 4 : Diamond-shaped boxes will be used for conditional trans-

fer operations. Examples of these operations are:

Transfer on equality. If v=x continue

in the YES direction, otherwise in the

NO direction.

Transfer on comparison. If the value

in CAN is greater than that in TES

continue in the YES direction, otherwise

in the NO direction.

Boolean transfer. If the Boolean variable

MEM has value YES continue in that direction,

if NO in the NO direction.
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Convention 5 : The list operations of initiating, continuing, or retract-

ing a list pointer will be denoted by the following types of boxes.

i
INITIATE
NODE LIST

V

''

CONTINUE
STAR LIST

1 END

This loads v with node number 1, the

first position in the node list.

This loads e with the position following

the one previously contained in e . The

END exit is used when the previous position

was the last in the list.

RETRACT \
NODE LIST^

END

This loads v with the position before the

one previously contained in v . The END

exit is used when the previous position of

V was node 1, the top position in the list,

Convention 6 : Circular disks will be used to denote locations in the

code. In particular:

denotes the beginning, and

denotes the end of each algorithm.

Convention 7 : The following lists and variables will be used in all

algorithms

.
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a(v) denotes the mapping from the node list to the

top entry of the star list for each node. The

value of a is usually an arc, but it may also

be the symbol EMPTY if there is no star list

for node v .

n(e) denotes the mapping from the arc list to

the node list giving the terminal node of

arc e .

£(e) denotes the length of arc e .

d(v) denotes the label for node v .

p(v) denotes the node which is the predecessor

to node v in the shortest path tree.

contains the position of the root in the

node list.
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9 . ALGORITHMS

This section contains descriptions and flowcharts of the basic

label-correcting and label-setting methods, and the variations of these

basic algorithms discussed in sections 5 and 6. FORTRAN computer

programs implementing each of these algorithms appear as an appendix.
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C: basic label-correcting . This algorithm realizes the basic label-

correcting method given in section 4. The algorithm starts with the

root having label zero and all other nodes having infinite label. The

node list is searched in order (boxes 1 and 14) at each stage. Forward

stars of all nodes with finite labels are examined (boxes 3 through 6,

and 13) for arcs e which can be adjoined to the tree to diminish a

label (boxes 7 through 9) . Once such an arc is found the label and tree

are updated (boxes 10 and 11) . The Boolean variable MEM is used to

indicate whether, during the search through the node list, any labels

have been changed (box 12) . Termination thus occurs when MEM remains NO

throughout a complete search of the node list (box 15)

.
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C: BASIC LABEL CORRECTING

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(15)

YES ^^^\ NO
A J < <r MEM > > s

INITIATE
NODE LIST

V

mem: = NO
END

/CONTINUE
< NODE LIST

AUX: = d(v)

YES

(14)

<b

YES

END (13)

CONTINUE
STAR LIST

w5 = n(e)

INITIATION

d(r)=0
d(v/)=co,if V ¥'r

€> mem: =yES

p(w)J = V

(8) TES5=jl(e) + AUX d(v#): = TES

(12)

(II)

(10)
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CI: alteration flag . This algorithm utilizes an alteration flag T as

described in section 5. The flag T(v) has initial value NO for all

nodes except the root r . It is set to YES only when the label of v

is changed (box 12) and remains YES until the forward star of v is

examined (box 15) . The rest of the algorithm is the same as algorithm

C , except that it is not necessary to test whether AUX is infinite since

T(v) is YES only for nodes with finite labels.
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Cl: ALTERATION FLAG

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

^VES y i

AUX: = d(v)

i
T(v): = NO

el = a (v)
(15)

INITIATION

d(r)=0
d(v) = OO, if v^ r

T(r) «YES
T(v) =NO,if v=?t-r

(13)

mem: = YES <

KsM d(w): = TES

(10)

(12)

T(w):=YES

p(w): = V

(ID
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C2: FIFO sequence list, single entry . This algorithm uses a sequence

list b which Is treated In a FIFO manner. Nodes are added to the

bottom of the list (box 14), Indicated by the pointer z as their labels

are changed, and nodes are removed from the current top of the list

(box 19) , Indicated by the pointer v . The list Is treated In a

rotating manner so that whenever either v or z reaches the end of

the list, It continues at the beginning (boxes 15 and 16, and 21 and 22).

Termination occurs when v = z (box 18), Indicating the list Is empty.

The flag T Is used to Insure that no node appears more than once on the

list (box 12). T(w) Is Initially set at NO and Is changed to YES when

w Is added to the list (box 13) . Once the forward star of a node u

has been examined, T(u) Is reset back to NO (box 20).
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(I)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(II)

C2: FIFO SEQUENCE LIST, SINGLE ENTRY

f
INITIATE

NODE LIST
V

z! = V

u: = r

INITIATE
NODE LIST

y

tEND
CONTINUE
NODE LIST

(22)

(21)

e: = a(u)

e^\ YES

(18)

(4)
I
AUX; = d(uT| (19)

I
u; = b(v)^|—

>

1 T(u); = NO
| (20)

NO
YES.

K^ INITIATION

cl(r) =

d(v) =00, if V ?^ r

T(v) = NO, for oil V

CONTINUE
STAR LIST

w: = n(e)

TES:=i(e)+AUX

(17)

-> O

INITIATE
NODE LIST

z

If.

END

(16)

^YES

d(w): = TES

i
p(w): = u

«w

CONTINUE
NODE LIST

^

YES
b(z): =w

T(w)

(12)

NO
T(w): = YES

(15)

(14)

(13)
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C3: forward pointer, sequencing by inverse of the forward pointer .

This algorithm utilizes a forward pointer f as described in section 5

to implement the process of severing and reattaching branches. The

algorithm also uses an alteration flag H. Sequencing of nodes occurs

through the use of the inverse g of the forward pointer (box 19) ; g

being such that if f(u) = v then g(v) = u .

SEVER . This section of algorithm C3 decreases the labels on the branch

attached to w by the amount DEL (box 107) , at the same time setting

the flags on all the nodes in this branch (box 108) . Boxes 101 through

106 and 109 find the nodes in the branch attached to w . These nodes

x are indicated by B(x) = YES. This is accomplished by setting

B(w) = YES and following the forward pointer from w until either, for

some node v the predecessor of v is not in the branch attached to

w , or some node v in the branch has f(v) = r . Boxes 110 through

112 sever the branch from the old predecessor of w , updating both the

forward pointer f and its inverse g ; boxes 113 through 116 reset B

ATTACH. This section of algorithm C3 attaches the branch just severed

to the node v , the new predecessor of w . Again this involves up-

dating both the f and the g pointers. After SEVER, x is the last

node in the branch attached to w . If there is no branch attached to

w , then X is w (box 10 of C3) . Otherwise the branch is attached to

V by inserting it in the forward pointer list between v and the old

f(v). Thus f(v) is set equal to w and f(x) is made the old f(v).
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C3: FORWARD POINTER, SEQUENCING BY INVERSE OF THE
FORWARD POINTER

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

AUX: = d{v)

e: = a{v)

(7)

(8)

(9)

YES

w! = n(e)

TES:=i(e)+AUX

(21)

YES ^-"^^ NO
MEM > >e

YES
NO

V = r v: = g(v) (19)

(20)

INITIATION

d{r) = 0, d(v) =00 if V # r

H(r)=YES, H(v)= NO if V ?*r

fir) = r , g(r) = r

B(v) = NO, for oil V

<?

H(v): = NO—
J^

(18)

f END

CONTINUE
STAR LIST (17)

(II)

>DEL:=d(w)-TES

(10)

(o) SEVER
H(w): = YES

x: « w
d(w): « TES

t

(b) ATTACH

p(w): =

(16)

(15)

(14)

(13)
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SEVER ATTACH

1109)

(108)

x: = t

H(t): = YES

(107) d(t): =d(i)-OEL -^

9
s: • f (v) (201)

i

fix): = s (202)

i
g(s): = X (203)

J,

f (v); ' w (204)

J,

g(w): =

V

(205)

6
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S: basic label-setting . This algorithm realizes the basic label-

setting method described in section 4. The algorithm starts with the

root labeled zero and all other nodes having infinite labels. During

each pass all nodes are examined (boxes 2 and 15) . All arcs leading

from a node with finite label to a node with Infinite label (i.e. from

a node in the tree to a node not yet in the tree) are examined as

possible extensions (boxes 3 through 9) . The current minimum potential

label is stored in CAN, the starting node of the new tree arc in s ,

and its end in t (boxes 10 through 13) . CAN is initialized at «>

at the start of each pass (box 1) . The algorithm terminates when no new

arcs can be added to the tree, i.e. when CAN is still infinite after all

nodes have been examined (box 16) . If CAN is finite then the node t

is added to the tree and its label is made CAN (boxes 17 and 18)

.
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S: BASIC LABEL SETTING

YES

(6)

w: « n (e)

(9)

(10)

(II)

:CAN<TE
NO

(18)

p(t): = s

(12)

(17)

d(t): = CAN

N0(16)

END

CONTINUE
NODE LIST (15)

INITIATION

©d(r) =

d(v) = QO, if VT^r

<

>^ END

CONTINUE
STAR LIST

e

(14)

<b

(9
l^ES

J k

CAN: =TES s: = V V _ .. 1

Ti " ^
1

(13)
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SI: sequencing by label, linear sort . In this algorithm, the first time

a node not yet in the tree is encountered (box 12), it is put on the list

b which is linearly ordered by the temporary labels (boxes 13 through

a). The mapping t is the inverse of b, i.e. if w occupies the kth

position in list b , then b (k) = w and t (w) = k . Mapping t is

required in order to find the position occupied by a node w already on

the list when its label is changed, since w will be moved up in the

list from this position by SORT. Two pointers to the list b are used:

s , which points to the current top position, and z , which is the

current last node in the list. There is no need to make a distinction

between temporary and permanent labels, since each node between positions

s and z on the sequence list has a temporary label, while those above

position s and that in s itself are permanently labeled. Boxes 13,

21, and 103 have no END exit since the end of the list will never be

reached

.

SORT . This section of algorithm SI puts w in the correct position in

the list b to insure that the list remains linearly sorted by label.

The instructions in boxes 14 and 15 put w at the bottom of list b

if it is not already on the list (box 12) . Variable y starts as the

position occupied by w and is then retracted (boxes 101 through 103)

.

If the node v in position y has a larger label than w , v is

moved one position down the list. When finally the label of w is

greater than or equal to the label of some node v , w is placed in the

position below v .
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si: sequencing by label, linear sort

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

a

initiate
node list

b(z): =r

s : = z

t(r): =2

u: = b(s)

> f

c'. * a(u)

YES

Aux: = d(u)

(9) w« = n(e)

> t

(10) TES:=i(e)+AUX

i
(M) TEm: = d(w)

initiation

d(r) =

d{v) = CD, if V ^ r

CONTINUE
NODE LIST (21)

(20)

END (19)

CONTINUE
STAR LIST

<£>
->-

(13)

CONTINUE
NODE LIST

<d)

(q)

SORT

(?

p(w): = u (18)

d(w):=TES (17)

(17)
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SORT

(101) y: = t (w)

(102)

x: = y

(103)

RETRACT
NODE" LI ST >->-e

v: = b(y) (104)

t(v); =x

(107)

b(x): = V

(106)

-(l)^5^<d(v)>TES> (105)

^NO

b(x);= w (108)

t(w): = x (109)
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S2: sequencing by label, tree sort . In this algorithm the sequence

list b is maintained in the tree sorted fashion described in section 6:

if i = [j/2] (fixed point division) then d(b(i)) £d(b(j)). Mapping z

points to the next entry to be filled at the bottom of the list. Node

u , the one whose forward star is examined next, starts out as the root

r and from then on is the top node in b (box 19) . The algorithm

proceeds much as in algorithm SI. The procedure SIFT UP puts w in the

correct position in b , and the procedure SIFT DOWN rearranges b to

maintain the tree ordering after the top node is removed. The algorithm

terminates when the list b is empty.

SIFT UP . This section puts w in a position in list b so that the

tree ordering is maintained. Location s contains the trial position

for w . If w is not in the list b , then s starts at the end of

the list (boxes 9 and 10). If w is already in the list, then s

starts at the current position occupied by w (box 13) . Variable h is

the position of the "predecessor" of s in the tree sort (box 101)

.

If there is no such predecessor (box 102) then w is put at the top of

the list. Otherwise the label of w is compared with the label of the

node V in position h (boxes 103 through 105) , and if the label for

w is less, V is moved down to position s (boxes 106 and 107). This

process continues until for some value of h , d(v) _< d(w) . Then w is

put in position s .

SIFT DOWN . This section reorders the list b after the top node is

removed. The last node q is removed from the list b (boxes 17 and

18) . Since the top node has also been removed (box 19) , there is a

free position in the list in which to put q . The SIFT DOWN procedure

searches for the correct such position s , moving nodes up the list

until it is found. Variable s starts at the top position, which is

now empty (box 201). At each stage, h is one of the two positions

2s or 2s+l for which s is the "predecessor" (boxes 203, 207, and

214) . The label of w is compared with the lesser of the labels of

the nodes v in position h and y in position h+1 (boxes 203

through 215). If d(w) is greater than the minimum of the two, the

node having that minimum label is moved up the list, and the new trial
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position s becomes the position previously occupied by the node which

was moved (boxes 216 through 218) . This procedure insures that the new

top node has minimum label and that the rest of the list remains tree

sorted.
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(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

S2: SEQUENCING BY LABEL, TREE SORT

£
INITIATE

NODE LIST

u*. = r (H)

e! = a(u)

^YES
.EMPTY> >-e

(5) AUX: = d(u)
END

Tend

SIFT

down

RETRACT. ^^
NODE LIST)—^^l)-

(17)

(16)

CONTINUE
STAR LIST<a)

w: - n(e)

^
TES:=-t(e)+AUX

> r

TEm: = d(w)

(13)

s: = t(w)

V^YES 1 \

s: = 2
CONTINUE^

> NODE LIST
Z /

^
(II)

initiation; d(r) =

d(v) = 00, if V ^r

-9
u*. = b(l) (19)

q: = b(z) (18)

SIFT UP (a)

p(w): = u

1
d(w): = TES

(15)

(14)
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(108) s: = h

SIFT UP

(107) t(v): = s

(106) b(s): =v

h: = s/2 (101)

(102)

v: = b(h)

I
TEM:=d(v)

(103)

(104) y

<^^^ < TEM>TIS> (105)

b(s): - w (109)

t(w): 'S (110)
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9
(200 s:=.

1

i
(202) TES; = d(q)

(203) h : = s X 2

(204)

^YES
(205) v: = b(h)

\'

(206) TEM: =d(v)

i
(207) k: = h + i

(206)

(209)

SIFT DOWN

(218) (217)

s; = h ^[<r-\ t(v)I -

(216)

b($): = V

^NO
k<z > >-

YES

y: = b(k)

(210) TEN:=d(y)

(211) <JEII<TEM>—>- (b>
,YES

/k
212) TEM:=TEN

\ f

(213) v: = y

N f

(214) h' -•-n I - I\

<m) t(q): = s (219)

b(s): =q (220)

©

NO

[ES>TBJ.

(215)

YES
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S3: sequencing by label, linear sort with chained ties . In this

algorithm the sequence list is maintained in a linear sorted form as in

SI, but pointers are used to chain ties (nodes having the same label) in

such a manner that searching the list for the correct position for a

new node involves only comparing the label of the new node with the

label of one of the nodes in any chain. The main part of the algorithm

is similar to SI and S2. Node v is the one whose forward star is

currently being examined. If a node w is to be added to the list

(box b) , then if it is already on the list (box 10), it must first be

removed from its current position (box a) . Two pointers to the list are

used, namely f which points to the next entry whose forward star

should be examined, and z which points to the first entry in the

bottom chain on the list. Box 19 removes the top element in the list

and stores it in v , and f is then advanced to be the new top element

in the list (box c) . The algorithm terminates when there is no top

element (i.e. f=0) after a pass (box 18).

The list is arranged in the following manner, where elements at the

top of the list have lower labels than elements below and elements on

the same line have the same label.

-^
s —

1

f
1^

^^

—

u

u

1

(

t

s

^

s ^r r

^
—

>

>

u
1

1

V
t

s

t

z » ^

—

—

^

f is the last element in the top chain and z is the first element in

the bottom chain. Mapping u is only defined for elements which are

the first of a chain, and it points to the first element of the next

lower chain. Therefore u(z) = . Pointer s indicates the next
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element in the same chain; s is zero for the last element in any

chain. If node v is the first element in a chain, then t(v) points

to the first element in the chain immediately above v , and t(v) =

if and only if v is the first element in the top chain. For elements

within a chain, t points to the preceding chain element. The Boolean

flag H is used to indicate which nodes are first elements ("heads")

of some chain.

REMOVE w . This section of the algorithm is entered whenever a new

lower label is found for a node w which is already on the list. Node

w must be removed from the position it formerly occupied before it can

be put in a new position. If w is not the first element of a chain,

then it is necessary only to update the s and t pointers (boxes 103

and 120 through 122) . If w is the first and only element of a chain,

then removing w consists of updating only the t and u pointers

(boxes 105 and 115 through 119) . If w is the first element of a chain

which contains other elements then s(w) becomes the new head of the chain

and the t and u pointers are updated accordingly.

When this section is exited, several conditions hold:

1) the t, s, and u pointers have been updated in such a

manner that w is no longer in the list,

2) H(w) = YES, since ENTER w will put w at the head

of some chain,

3) q contains the first element of the chain immediately

above that formerly occupied by w , and

4) y contains the first element of the chain below the

chain containing q .

These last three properties are assured in boxes 114, and 123 through

126 , whenever not done in boxes 102 or 104.

ENTER w . This section of the algorithm finds the correct chain for w

and puts w at the head of that chain. When this section is entered, q,

the current trial position for w , is either z , the end of the list

(box 11) , or was set in REMOVE w as the head of the chain directly

above that previously containing w . If q = , then q is the

top of the list and f is updated to be w (boxes 201 and 218) . Other-

wise the label of the head of each chain is compared with TES, the
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label of w , until for some q its label is less than or equal to TES

(boxes 201 through 206). If the label of q is less than TES, then w

becomes the head of a chain containing only itself (boxes 203 and 219

through 225) . If q has the same label as w , then w becomes the

new head of the chain containing q (boxes 204 and 207 through 217)

.

UPDATE f . When the node f is removed from the list (and stored in

v) , it is necessary to find a new f . If the chain containing v had

several nodes, then the new f is the node preceding v in that chain

(boxes 301 and 302) . If v was the only node in the chain, then the

new f becomes the last node in the next lower chain. This is accomp-

lished by proceeding down by u (box 303) and across by s (boxes 306

and 307), until the last node in the chain headed by u(v) is found.

Box 305 insures that if v headed a chain, the t pointer for the

first element of the chain below v is set to zero making that chain

the new top chain.
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S3: SEQUENCE BY LABEL, LINEAR SORT WITH CHAINED TIES

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

f. =

\ 1

z: =

\ t

v: = r
(C)

UPDATE f

e: = a(v)

AUX: = d(v)

w: = n(e)

TES:=i(e)+AUX

(£>

(21)

(20)

(19)

YES

(18)

END

K5)

INITIALIZATION

d(r) =

H(r) = YES
d(v)=oon .- .

H(v) = N0j •^^'*''

s(v)= 0, t(v) = 0, u(v) =0.for all v

CONTINUE
STAR LIST (17)

TEM:= d(w)

(ID

(12)

(13)

REMOVE w (o)

y. = 2

H(w): = YES <i>

(b)

ENTER w

/ r

p(w): = V

J i

d(w): =TES

(16)

(15)

^-0
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REMOVE w

(101)

(102)

(103)

?
x: = s(w)

i
q : = t(w)

(121)

^ NO
x=0> >-

022)

YES

> [
t(x):«q

(116)

YES
» z: = q

(106)

(107)

(108)

(109)

(110)

t(x): =q
( 117) ^

(123)

(124)

y: = q

I
q: = t(y)

t(y): = q

u ( X ) : = y
I

YES

(112)

> ( F

(III)

Zi = X

u(q) : = y

(119)

(113)

-> u(q)l = X

(114) y : = X <^
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ENTER w

(206)

(205)

(204)

(207)

(208)

(210)

(211)

q'. =t(y)
5K

(218)

f '. « w

(219)

u(q)! = w~|--^^?)

YES
R )

< <- y = o> (220)

1 = w
I

t(y): = w (222)

t(y): = w z .
= w (212)

t{w): = q

^
s(w): =

> '

u(w): = y

(223)

(224)

(225)

(213) t(w)! = 1

(214) u(w): * y

(215)
I

s(w): = q~| ^ t(q): = w~|—

>

|
H(q):=NO| >—(w)

(216) (217)
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UPDATE f

(301)

(302)

(303)

(304)

(305)

f : = t(f)

f: = u(v)

t(f): =

i\
\

NO

X • . . /x\
T .

~ 5>\r/

(306)

(307)
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S4: sequencing by labe l, distance list . In this algorithm a node is

placed on the sequence list in a position determined directly by the

value of its label. This algorithm requires one additional piece of

information about the network: MAX, the maximum arc length plus 1. The

sequence list b , which will be called the distance list, has length

MAX. Nodes with equal labels are chained on the sequence list in the

following manner:

b s^

<^ <—

^4 <-
^

where d, is a label modulo MAX. Rather than actually using modulo

arithmetic, the algorithm keeps track in LEV of the current minimum label

as a multiple of MAX. LEV is incremented by MAX whenever the "read"

pointer z reaches the bottom of the list (boxes 19 and 22) . As for

pointer b , b(y) is the first node of the chain of nodes having label

LEV + y , if y >^ z . Otherwise the node has label LEV + MAX + y .

A flag H(v) is used to indicate those nodes v which head chains.

Mapping s points to sucessive nodes in a single chain. For nodes v

which head chains, t(v) is the position in the distance list occupied by

V , and for nodes v which do not head chains t(v) is the node preceding

V in its chain.

S4 proceeds in much the same manner as SI, S2, and S3, Node u is

the one whose forward star is currently being examined (boxes 4 and 17)

;

it occupies position z in the distance list. If a node w which is

already in the list is encountered, it must be removed from its present
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position in the list (boxes 11, 12, and a) before it can be added in its

new position. The algorithm terminates whenever, after a complete pass

through the distance list, no new nodes have been added to the tree (box

20). The Boolean variable MEM is used to indicate this condition.

REMOVE w . This section of the algorithm removes w from its current

position in the list, prior to inserting it in a new position. If w

does not head a chain, then deleting w involves only updating the s

and t pointers (boxes 103 through 105 and 109) . If w heads a chain

then b must be updated, and if there are other elements in the chain

then the old successor of w becomes the new head of the chain (boxes

106 through 109)

.

ENTER w . This section enters w in the correct chain in the list.

Boxes 201 through 203 determine the correct position y in the distance

list, y = TES (mod MAX). Boxes 204 through 211 update the b, s, and t

pointers and the Boolean flag H to put w at the head of the chain

of nodes in position y .

DELETE u . This section of the algorithm deletes u from the top of

the list. Since u was head of a chain (box 17), if it was the only

node in the chain, then deleting it involves setting b(z): = for the

position z occupied by u (boxes 301 and 302). However, if there

were other nodes in the chain containing u , then the first of them,

s(u), must be made head of the chain (boxes 304 and 305).
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(I)

(2)

S4: SEQUENCING BY LABEL, DISTANCE LIST

(20)

mem: = NO

lev:

(21) (22)

mem: = NO lev: =lev+max

INITIATE
(23) ( DISTANCE

LIST z

INITIATE
(3)f DISTANCE

LfST z

(19)

CONTINUE
DISTANCE
LIST z

^ ©

(c)

DELETE u (18)

u: = b(z) (17)

*

END

CONTINUE
STAR LIST

(II) <im--(̂ ^> <fEM>TEt>^^ >

INITIATION

d(r)=0
d(v) = GO if V 9^ r

(16) b(z) = 0, I < z < MAX + I

H(v) = NO, for oil V
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REMOVE w

(102) y: = t(w)

(106)
(107)

(103) <^(w)>^^^^»(7)-^rbi"y): ^ X

YES

(201)

(202)

y: « y -MAX

(203)

ENTER w

(206) s(w): * X

(204)

b(y): = w (205)

(207) H(w): =YES

(208) t(w): = y

r:
H(X) :

= NO

t
t(!<): = w

(211)

(210)

(209)
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DELETE u

(303)

9
(301) v: = s(u)

\f

(302) b(z): = v

(304)

(305)
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APPENDIX

FORTRAN PROGRAMS FOR SEVEN LABELING SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHMS

This appendix contains listings of FORTRAN programs. for the seven
labeling algorithms upon which the experiments described in section 7

were performed. The programs have been included both to fully document
the experimental runs and to provide programs for readers who need to

use a shortest path algorithm. Copies of the FORTRAN card decks may be
obtained from:

Judith Gilsinn
Operations Research Section, Applied

Mathematics Division
Room 428, Administration Building
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

Input and output routines have not been included in this appendix,
since they are much more machine-and user-dependent than the algorithms.
The programs listed here utilize BLANK COMMON to pass data to and from
the algorithms. The arrays A, N, and L (corresponding to a, n, and £

in the text) together with the variables NODE, the number of nodes,
LINK, the number of arcs, and MAX, one plus the maximum arc length,
contain the network description. The algorithm then calculates the tree
rooted at R (corresponding to r) and stores it in the arrays D and
P (corresponding to d and p in the text)

.

»
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SUBKOUTINr ci
COMMON N( fOOOO) .L( 10000) ,0(3900) iP ( 3900 )|A( 3900). R»

1 NOr>E .LINK ,MAX ,T ( HOOO)
INTEGER A.P.D iR »V ,AUX ,E .W.TES
LOGICAL T.MEM

C INlTlALlZATinN
DO 6 V«l .VODE
P(V)«0
D( V

)

«999909999
T( V)«.FAL«^E.

6 CONTINUE
D(R)«0
T tR)*,TRUr ,

C START ALGORITHM
7 MEM».FALSP,

DO 10 V«1*,N00E
IF ( .NOT.T ( V ) ) GO TO 10

AUX*D( V)

IOO*N«A ( V )

IF (IDOWN.EQ.O) GO TO 9

M«V + l

71 1UP«A (M)-l
IF ( lUP.GT.-l ) GO TO 72
MsM+1
GO TO 7 1

72 DO 8 E«ID<^WN,IUP
WaN(E )

T E S L < E ) + A U X

IF ITES.Gr.OdW) ) GO TO 8

D ( W ) T E S

P(i^)«V
T(W)».TRUF,
MEMsfTRUE.

8 CONT INUE
9 T( V)«,FAL«5E.
10 CONTINUE

IF (MEM) r,o TO 7

RETURN
END
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10
1

1

SUBKOUTINr C2
COMMON N( 'GOOO), L(IOOOO), 0(3900). P(39 00 )«A( 3900)

1 f^Of^E .LINK »MAX ,T(4000) ,S( HOOO)
INTEGER «.P.D,R,V.U,AUX,e,W,TES,B,Z
LOGICAL T

INITIALIZATION
DO 6 Vs 1 j^'OOt
P( V)«0
T( V)».FAL«;E,

( V ) »9f 99<»999'?

CONTINUE
D(R)«0

START ALGORITHM
V«l
Z«V
U»R
AUX»0(U)
lOOWN.A (U )

IF (IDOKIN.EQ.O) GO TO 1 1

M«U*l
iUP«A(M)-i
IF ( IUP.GT,-i ) GO TO 9

M«M+ 1

GO TO 8

DO 10 Esir^OAN , I UP
W»N{E)
TES*L(E )+AUX
IF (D(W) .r E.TES) 60 TO 10
D( VV)«TES
P ( * ) « U

IF(T(W))G0TO10
T ( W)a. TRUr

,

B(Z )«y.

Z«Z+l
IF (Z.GT.MODE) Z»l
CONTINUE

IF (V,EQ.7) RETURN
U=B(V)
T(U)»,FAL«tE.
v*y + i

IF (V.GTt^iODE) V«l
60 TO 7

END
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SUBROUTINr Ci
COMMON N(?OOO0),L(l00O0>.D(39O0)tP(390O»iA(39O0).R.

I NHDE.tlNK.MAX ,F(HOOO) ,G( HQOO) ,8(M000) ,H(HOOO)
INTtGER A,P,0,R.V,F.G,E,A.TES.AUX,X,DEL,T,S
LOGICAL o.H.MEM
00 1 V=l ,^'ODE
D ( V

)

«9999P9999
P ( V )«0

2

20

3

C

6

B

GO TO 12

GO TO 1

1

M

B( v) = .f'al«;e,
H( V )«.FAL«?E.
CONTINUE
[)(R)sO
F (R )»R
H{R)s,TRUr,
V»R
MEM=.FALSr,
IF ( .NOT.Mj V ) )

AUX»D( V )

IDOWNsA ( V )

IF (lDO*N.EQ.O)
I bv* I

iup»Af n-t
IF ( IUP.GT,-1 ) GO T

1 = 1 + 1

60 TO 3

DO 10 Etlf^OWNiIUP
W»N(E )

TES«L(E)+«UX
X*W
IF (D(W) f'^E, 999999999)
DELaD(W)-TES
IF (DEL. LP, 0) GO TO 10

SEVER
D(X Ja.TRUr,
T»F(X)
IF (T.EQ.P) GO
I»P(T)
IF < .NOT." ( I) r

0{T)=D{T )-DEL
H(T)«,TRUr,
XsT
GO TO 6

SbG( W )

F{S)«T
G(T>«S
T«W
B(T)«,FAL«!E.
IF (T«EQ.y )

T«F(T)
GO TO 8

GO TO 9

10

TO 7

GO TO 7

GO TO 9
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i

f

C ATTACH
9 S«F (V )

F(X)«S
G{S)*X
F { V)«W
G( W> «V
P ( A )«V
D(*)sTES
H(W)*,TRUP,
MEMS. TRUE,

IC CONTINUE
1 I H( V)c,fAL«:E,
12 V«G(V)

IF (V.NE.P)
IF (MEM) CO
RETURN
END

GO
TO

TO
2

20
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IC

1

1

12

1 3

SUBKOUTINT Si
COMMON N( 1 0000) .L( lOOOO) |0(39Q0) iP(3900) |A{3900) .R.

1 NOf^E .LINK , MAX ,B(M000) ,T ('OOOi
INTLGtR A,P,D,R,V,Z.S,U,X,Y,AUX,TeM.TES,E»W.B.T

INITIALIZATION
DO 6 V=l .MODE
P( V )«0
D ( V

)

»999909999
CONT INUE
D(K )*0

START ALGORITHM

B(Z)«R
SeZ
T(R)«Z
UsB(S 5

IDOWNsA (U

)

IF ( IDOWN.EQ.O) GO TO 15

AUX = D(U )

I«U+1
lUPsA ( I )-!

IF ( luP.GT.-i 1 GO TO 9

I«I + l

60 TO 8

DO 14 EsinoWN.IUP
W«N ( E )

TESsLlE )*AUX
T E M = D ^ W )

IF ( TEM.GF .999999999 ) GO TO 10

IF (TEM.Lr.TES) GO TO 1 M

60 TO 11

Z«Z*1
B { Z ) « yv

T(W)=Z
D{ W)=TE5
P ( W) =U

SORT
Y«T ( W )

X»Y
Y*Y-1
V=B{Y)
IF (D( V) .( E.TES) GO TO 13

B ( X )«V
T ( V )=X
GO TO 12
B ( X )«W
T { W ) * X

CONT INUE
IF (S,EQ»7) RETURN
5 = S+1
GO TO 7

END
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6

9

10

SUBKOUTINF S2
COMMON N ( tOOOO ), L ( 10000) |0( 3900 )»P( 3900 )|A< 3900). R.

I N0f>E,LlNK ,MaX ,B(MO00) ,7 (HOOO)
INTEGER f.P,TES.2.A,H,Q,S.U,AUX,R,T,V,B.T£M,iiy.0.TEM,Y

INITIALIZATION
DO I V s 1 . »'' D

E

PI V )=0
IF ( V.EQ.P ) GO TO 1

D ( V ) » 9 9 9 9 o 9 9 9 9

CONT INUE
D (R )«0

START ALGORITHM
Zal
UaR
IDOWNsA (U)
IF (IDOWN.EQ.O) GO TO 10
AUX=D(U)
I«U*1
IUP«A( I )-1

IF ( lUP.GT.-i ) GO TO M

1*1 + 1

GO TO 3

DO 9 E=IDnwN,IUP
WxN(E)
TES«L (E )+AUX
TEMaDjW)
IF (TEM.LT, 999999999) 60 TO 5

S«2
Z«Z+1
60 TO 6

IF (TEM.LF.TES) 60 TO 9

S»T(W)
0(W)«TES
p ( yv )«u

SIFT UP
HxS/2
IF (H.LEt") GO TO 8

V»B (H )

TEM*D( V)
IF (TEM,Lr,TES) GO TO 8

B(S)=V
T( V)sS
S«H
GO TO 7

B(S)»IAI

T ( W )*S
CONTINUE
ZsZ-1
IF (Z.EQ.H) RETURN
Q«B(Z)
UsB( 1 )
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1

1

SIFT 00»^N

TES*D(Q)

12

13

H«S»2
(H,GE.7) (sOIF

V«B(H)
TEM»D( V )

K

TO 13

K«H+1
IF (K.GE.7) GO TO 12
YsB(K)
TEN«D ( Y )

IF (TEN.GF.TEM) 60 TO 12

TEM«TEN
VaY

IF (TES.LT.TEM)
B (S)«V
T ( V 1=5
S«H
GO TO 11

B(S)sQ
T(«)sS
GO TO 2

END

GO TO 13
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SUBKOUTINr S3
COMMON N(tOOOO).L{ 10000) •0(39QC)iP(3900)iA(3900).R,

I N^DE,LInK,MAX,5(M000) ,T(MOO0) ,U<MOOO) ,H(«*000)
INTEGER r.P.TET,Y.F,Q,S,U.Z.A.R,T.V.AUX,TEM,w.O,TES.X
LOGICAL M

001V»l»^iODE
D ( V ) «9999«>9999
P( V )«0
H( V)«.FAL*;F.
S( V )sO
T(V)*0
U( V )«0
CONTINUE
D(R)aO
H(R)«,TRUF,
F«0
ZsO
V«R
IDOWNeA(Vl
IF (IDOWN,EQ.O) GO TO 22
AUX=0( V)
I«V*1
IUP=A ( I )-l

IF ( lUP.GT.-i ) 60 TO H

I«I*1
GO TO 3

DO 21 E»I^0WN,IUP
W=N{E

)

TES»L(E)*AUX
TEMbD( W)
IF ( TEM.LT, 999999999) 60 TO 5
Q«Z
YsO
H ( ifl/ ) = , T R U r ,

GO TO 13
IF (TEM.LT, TES) GO TO 21

REMOVE W

X«S(W)
QaT ( W

J

IF (H(W) ) GO TO 7

S{Q)sX
IF (X.NiE.") T»X)«Q
YaQ
Q«T(Y)
IF { .hOT.M( Y) r GO TO 6
H(W)«,TRUF,
GO TO 13
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ID

1 1

12

C

13

1*4

2*4

25
26

15

16

17

18

19

Y * U ( A )

IF (X.EQ.'^l 0,0 TO 10

H( X )«.TRUr ,

T(X)*a
U( X )sY
IF (Y.EQ.^) GO TO 8

T

(

Y)«X
CsO TO 9

z«x
IF (Q,NE.^) U(Q )«X
Y«X
GO TO 13
IF ( Y.EQ.«) GO TO 11

T(Y)«Q
G T 1 2

Z»Q
IF (Q.NE.'^) utQ)«Y

ENTER W

IF (Q.EQ.n) GO TO 15

TET«D (Q )

IF (TET.LT.TES) GO TO
IF (TET.En.TES) GO TO
YxQ'
Q«T( Y

)

GO TO 13
I»T(Q)
IF (I.N^Et*^) U(I)«W
IF (Y.EQ.H) GO TO 25
T ( Y ) « ft

GO TO 26
Z«W
T(W)»I
U(W)*Y

T{Q)«W
H(Q)«,FAL«?E.
GO TO 20
F«ify

GO TO 17

IF (Y.EQ.'^) CO TO 18

T( Y )*W
60 TO 19
z«w
T ( * )«0
S(* )«0
U { * ) Y

16
IM
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^

20 0(W)»TES

21 CONTINUE
22 IF (F.EQ.n) RETURN

V-F
IF (V.EQ»7) Z.O
FaTtF)
IF (F,NE.«^) GO TO 2

F«U(V)
IF (F.EQ.") 60 TO 2

T(F)«0
23 IF (S(F) .FQ.O) GO TO 2

FeS(F)
60 TO 23
END
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I

SUBROUTINE SM
COMMON N{»0000) .LdOOOO) ,0(3900) .P(3900) .A (3900 »

.R.

NODE.LINK.MAX.S(MOOO).T(MOOO).B(MOOO).H(*4000)
INTEGER r.TE5.Y,A.U.Z.AUX,P,S.V,B.R.T.W.D,TEM.X
LOGICAL MEM.H
00 I Usli'^'ODE

D ( U ) »999909999
H ( U ) « • f A L «^ E .

S(Ul SO

T (U)*0
P (U)«0

1
CONTINUE
D(R)=0
DO 2 Z»I i^AX
B(Z)«0

2 CONTINUE
C START ALGORITHM

MEM*.FALSr.
LEV»0
Z«l
U«R

3 IDOWN=A(U)
IF (lOOWN.EQ.O) GO TO 13

AUX»D(U)
I«U+l

H lUPaA ( I ) -1

IF ( IUPt6T,-l ) GO TO 5

I»I*1
60 TO *4

5 DO 12 E«inoWN,IUP
W»N(E)
TES«L(E)*AUX
TEM«0(W)
IF (TEM.GF,999999999) 60 TO B

IF (TEM.LftTES) GO TO 12

C REMOVE W

X.S(W)
Y«T (W)

IF (H(W) ) GO TO 6

SIY)=X
IF (X.NEt") GO TO 7

GO TO 8

6 B(Y J*X
IF (X.EQ.*^) GO TO 8

H(X)«.TRUr,
7 T(X)«Y
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10

11

12

13

C

IS

E N T F. R

Y«

IF
Y«
GO
Xa
B(
S(
H(

T(
IF
T(

H(

D(
P(

CO
U«
IF

Z«
IF

IF
ME
LE
Zb
60

OELET
V«
B(
IF

T(
H<

GO
EN

A

TES
(Y

Y-M
TO

B(Y
Y)«
W)«
A) *

tt)«

(X

X)«
X)«
W)«

M«.
NTI
B(Z
(U

Z*l
(Z

(«

M«»
V»L
1

TO
E U

S(U
Z)«
(V

V)«
V)«
TO

D

-LEV
•LE.MAX) GO TO 10
AX
9

)

X

.TRUr,
Y

• EQ.H) GO TO 1 I

.FALSE.
TES
U

TRUE,
NUE
)

.NE.o) GO TO \H

.LE.*^AX) 60 TO 13
NOT. MEM) RETURN
FALSr,
EV + MA X

13

)

V

.EQ.H) GO TO 3

Z

.TRUr,
3
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